
V2-50 Speeds and Feeds for Aluminum and Brass

When using a V2-50, you can turn up your spindle rpm but take smaller stepover cuts.  Additionally, adding flutes to the endmill might add some
speed to cutting but there is a loss of performance when using too many flutes because the V2-50 spindle does not have enough torque.

Below is an example formula for the V2-50 cutting aluminum with a 3 mm Datron endmill with a single flute.  Notice that the RPM of the spindle is
40,000 but the Feed per Tooth is reduced to 0.00078 inches.  The stepover is only 5% of the cutting diameter but since you are working in
Aluminum, the depth of cut can be 127% of the tool diameter.

There are always trade-offs when programming the tooling operation.  If you reduce your depth of cut, then you can increase your stepover and vice
versa.



The attached spreadsheet contains speeds and feeds for a 2 mm, 3 mm, and 4 mm single flute endmills from Datron.  Your own speeds and feeds
will vary depending on your tool’s number of flutes, tool stickout, and manufacturer of the tool (depends on the tool coating).

Slow your speeds and feeds down when using multi-flute tools.  Multi-flute tools remove more material per rotation but also require more torque
from the spindle to rotate the tool through the material.  The V2-50 spindle does not have very much torque.  If your tool sticks out more than one 1
inch, you will have to also reduce your speeds and feeds because of tool deflection.

Use the sliders on the Kinetic Control Interface.  Listen as the machine makes a cut and adjust the Feed Rate (or Max Velocity) slider until the
machine sounds like it is making a smooth cut.  Keep notes on these settings and adjust your tool operations parameters accordingly.  The V2-50
spindle's torque drops off after 40,000 rpm.  Increasing the spindle rpm will increase your cutting speed but if increased too much, the spindle will
bog down and not make a clean cut.

When using larger endmills or tools with more flutes, use the 4 mm speeds and feeds formula in the V2-50 - Aluminum.xlsx spreadsheet and reduce
the Feed per Tooth, Stepover, and Depth of Cut by about 20 to 30% as a starting point.


